Environmental influences on gene networks of cognitive aging: how sex and ApoE interact with ambient air pollution (AAP) and cigarette smoke (CS)
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Background: Inhaled toxins from CS and AAP are major risk factors of Alzheimer disease (AD) (1,2). However, potential interactions with sex and ApoE alleles are obscure. This novel analysis identifies pathways of GxE interactions for CS and AAP with sex and ApoE alleles that increase risk of accelerated cognitive aging and AD.

Methods: Associations of sex, ApoE allele, and CS with cognitive age were examined in the Health and Retirement Study, a US-wide study of health and aging that identified a gene network of older CS smokers (3). The sex-apoE analysis for CS and cognitive aging in HRS was extended to a mouse model of AAP, ApoE targeted replacement mice with exposure to nano-sized AAP (nPM).

Results: In HRS, cognitive aging was associate with CS, with greater male vulnerability but no ApoE allele interaction. Mouse transcriptome showed differential expression of 222 genes in CS survivors (3) with nPM:sex interactions associated with inflammation. Analysis of sex chromosome-linked genes identified a subset that could derive GxE expression response to nPM on somatic chromosomes. Weighted gene co-expression analysis of (WCGNA) identified two network modules associated with longevity and neural functions, that included many AD-associated genes. These modules had higher female response to nPM, particularly for ApoE3.

Conclusion: AD and cognitive decline phenotypes are shaped by the GxE interaction of ApoE genotype and airborne toxins with sex differences. While HRS cognitive data suggested higher male vulnerability to smoking, mouse transcriptome data showed female vulnerability to AAP in AD-associated genes. Epidemiological data from HRS may represent male smoking behavior more than biologically seated sex:CS interaction. The cerebral cortex transcriptome and network modules show deep interactions of sex and ApoE alleles with airborne toxins. These findings are relevant to AD clinical trials which have ignored individual exposure to CS and AAP. We suggest that clinical trials for AD drugs include CS, AAP, and GxE interactions for other AD risk genes besides ApoE4.
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